Put your endpoints
on autopilot.

Migrate and automate device and legacy app management from on-prem to
the cloud using the fully managed HP Adaptive Endpoint Management service.
Setting up employee devices and supporting legacy applications has always been a drain on IT’s time. And now that so many
employees have made the move from on-prem to off-site, trying to manage it all remotely—and manually—takes up even more
IT hours. It also slows down users and leaves vulnerable spots in your security. HP Adaptive Endpoint Management is a fully managed
service operated by HP Service Experts who offload this burden from IT, providing a low-to-no-touch approach that:
• Includes IT expertise and consulting from the start of the project throughout your transition phase
• Securely manages your increasingly complex PC environment, even with multiple operating systems, platforms, and vendors
• Remotely supports the homegrown or Windows-based legacy software that you just can’t move away from
• Gives employees a unified, no-hassle computing experience

It’s time to modernize your
device-management approach.

Get smarter device
management, for less.

Let us move your workplace IT from traditional mode to a
modern IT environment. HP Adaptive Endpoint Management
automatically provisions PCs, updates software, and
enforces security policies from the cloud, with little or no
effort from your IT teams.1 HP Service Experts can also
migrate and deploy your existing software applications to the
cloud—so there’s no need for you to take on the resourceintensive task of managing your legacy Windows apps.

Your IT teams have better ways to spend their time than
patching and provisioning devices and rolling out application
updates. Moving on-premises device management to the cloud
saves time and money for IT and creates a next-generation
digital experience for your employees. We can help reduce your
employee downtime using insights from Microsoft Desktop
Analytics and HP TechPulse,2 our powerful analytics platform
that predicts and prevents device problems before they happen.

Help employees get down to
business with just a few clicks.s.
Forget the days of hours-long setup, of imaging new PCs with
scripts that required IT attention for every little issue. HP
Adaptive Endpoint Management helps employees get to work
in minutes via a mobile-phone-like setup experience. Your
employees simply unbox their drop-shipped PCs, sign on, and
watch as their customized suite of applications automatically
installs, making device setup fast and hassle-free. After
they’re up and running, they get convenient automated
updates and an evergreen experience across all devices, with
all their data and settings stored in the cloud.

Experience protection that’s always-on and always up-to-date.
We immediately connect and protect your endpoints from the moment they boot up to the moment
they power down. HP Adaptive Endpoint Management helps ensure that protection is always the
latest and greatest, with automated Office 3653 and BIOS updates, plus cloud-based patching for
operating systems and applications. Our HP Service Experts use the hardware and software insights
provided by HP Proactive Insights and Microsoft Data to enrich device management by assigning
risk factors, strengthening security controls, sending alerts, and enabling automatic remediation.

HP Adaptive Endpoint Management
helps you move to a modern IT
environment at your own pace.
Are you looking for a path from legacy to modern, cloudbased IT? HP Adaptive Endpoint Management helps you
get there, at a pace that’s right for your business. The
experts in our fully managed service help you move
complex on-premises infrastructure, legacy software,
and time-consuming tasks to the cloud. That means you
can spend fewer resources on endpoint management
while creating a better employee experience.

Learn more at hp.com/adaptive-endpoint-management

1. Autopilot prerequisites include Azure AD Premium P1 or P2 and Microsoft Intune or other MDM service to manage your devices.
Some HP security features must be provisioned separately using the HP Manageability Integration Kit. Contact your HP account
representative or authorized HP reseller for more information.

HP Services are governed by the applicable HP terms and conditions of service provided or indicated to the Customer at the time
of purchase. The Customer may have additional statutory rights according to applicable local laws, and such rights are not in any
way affected by the HP terms and conditions of service or the HP Limited Warranty provided with an HP product.

2. HP TechPulse is a telemetry and analytics platform that provides critical data around devices and applications and is not sold
as a standalone service. HP TechPulse follows stringent GDPR privacy regulations and is ISO 27001 certified for Information
Security. Internet access with connection to TechPulse portal is required. For full system requirements, please visit http://www.
hpdaas. com/requirements. HP TechPulse is not a stand-alone platform.
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3.May require third-party software.
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